
mAI Avatar is an AI-powered virtual being designed to help businesses deliver excellent customer
experience, overcome labor shortages and enhance workplace productivity.  

It's a customizable digital avatar that enables your employees to work smarter and faster by streamlining
and automating all frontline tasks — be it answering your customers' queries, scheduling an appointment,
connecting to Wi-Fi, or any other routine activity. 

mAI Avatar scores over interactive touch screens and chatbots by bringing the human touch to the
conversation, thanks to its humanoid look and form. Also, it frees employees from monotonous and
tedious activities.  

The result? Happy customers and happy employees.  

mAI Avatar is based on the combination of portrait modeling technology and artificial intelligence
technologies such as perception engines and cognitive engines and has the ability to perceive, recognize,
and express the physical world. mAI Avatar uses electronic screens as carriers to bring a new human-
machine interaction experience. 

mAI Avatar

Who is mAI Avatar?

A perfect solution for businesses looking for new ways to be more efficient, more
productive, and more customer-centric 

Powered by Metaverse, AI, and Robotics Technologies
 

mAI Avatar is all about making your workplace more efficient and easier to run. It interacts using both
verbal and non-verbal cues and has a response speed of less than a second. It can accurately identify
users, carry smooth and natural conversations, summarize and analyze the information expressed by
users, build customer personas, accurately match user needs, and establish a connection with users.  

mAI Avatar makes more engaging customer interactions that build trust and improve customer
experience.  

With the skillsets in conversational AI, face and emotional recognition, mAI Avatar is available 24/7 to
deliver a unique customer service and receptionist experience.  

How mAI Avatar works?

Hear & Speak

Automatic Speech Recognition and
Text To Speech

See

Facial and Object Recognitions

Understand

Natural Language Processing, Facial
Expressions, Tone of Voice and

Emotion Recognitions



Mitigate Your Labor Shortage Problem 

How mAI Avatar Helps You Grow Your Business,
Increase Productivity and Serve Your Customers Better

When businesses are short on staff, customer satisfaction takes a massive hit. With its ability
to streamline and automate all frontline activities effortlessly, mAI Avatar helps businesses
mitigate the problem of workforce shortages. It makes it easier for a business to keep all its
frontline activities operational and provide its customers with the experiences they desire
even when it is facing a shortage of workers.  

Fastest Virtual Robot

Have human touch but slow 

1s Response

< 1s Response

Fast but no human touch 

Have human touch ALSO FAST

mAI Avatar is the world's fastest virtual robot of its kind. With a response time of less than a
second, it comfortably beats its peers like Siri and Nvidia Avatar, which have a response time
of two seconds.  
Every interaction with mAI Avatar flows smoothly and naturally, thanks to its lightning-fast
speed. Your customers can have all their queries answered in a fast and swift manner. Right
from greeting the customers to helping them find what they are looking for, mAI Avatar
handles everything with ease and speed.

2s Response



Unlock the Hidden Potential of your Employees

mAI Avatar helps employees grow and discover their strengths by enabling them to focus on
important tasks that are more judgment-intensive and require human supervision. This
makes employees feel happy and fulfilled. And when employees are happy, they go the extra
mile to provide great service to customers. 

24/7 Customer Support 

mAI Avatar turns an ordinary interaction into an engaging experience for your customers by
bringing the human touch to it. It stands out with its ability to make your customers feel
deeply connected to your brand, resulting in more loyal customers and higher sales.
Moreover, it can take care of your customers 24/7, providing your business with a competitive
edge.   

Increase Efficiency and Productivity of Employees 

By handling all repetitive activities, mAI Avatar enables businesses to re-train their workers for
more complex and challenging roles that can take the business forward. Your employees can
focus on tasks that require them to identify problems, find solutions and work on new ideas.
It paves the path for the personal and professional growth of employees. Once again, it
contributes to employee satisfaction that results in customer happiness. 

Fully Customized Dialogue Flow 

No two businesses are exactly alike, so why have a 'one size fits all' approach to building a
digital avatar for your brand? mAI Avatar provides the most personalized and efficient
support to your customers, thanks to its fully-customized dialogue flow.  

Integrated Knowledge Base to Answer All Professional Questions 

mAI Avatars are constantly learning and improving themselves, just like us. Powered by our
cloud-based mAIrobotics brain, they can interact with each other and continuously improve
their intelligence level. This enables them to answer all professional questions asked by the
users –which ultimately translates into improved customer satisfaction.  

How mAI Avatar Helps You Grow Your Business,
Increase Productivity and Serve Your Customers Better



Smoothen the Workflow 

mAI Avatar helps businesses overcome the challenge of automating tedious, repetitive tasks
while retaining the human element in all their interactions with their customers. It streamlines
the processes and improves operational efficiencies. Moreover, it drastically reduces the risk
of human error, making the entire customer experience seamless and smooth. 

Perform a Diverse Set of Activities 

mAI Avatar can perform a large variety of tasks at higher speeds, be it guiding your customers
to register for events, connecting to Wi-Fi, or helping them schedule an appointment. As a
result, your customers can have all their requirements met at the same time. It saves their
time and makes the whole experience pleasurable.  

Use Your Avatar Anywhere 

mAI Avatar can be used anywhere, from hotel receptions to health clinics, as the first point of
contact for the guests or patients. All you need is a monitor or TV to reach out to the avatar! 

What makes mAI Avatar Unique?
Our Cloud-based Infrastructure Makes Our Robotics Products More Intelligent

Through the mAIrobotics Brain with the integrated professional knowledge base, mAI Avatar can
learn deeply in the virtual world of robots, continuously improve their intelligence level, accurately
understand the context and meaning, and easily answer various questions of users. 

Robot Management
User Management

Security Management

Human
Augmentation

mAIrobotics Brain

mAIrobotics Axon

Physical World
Digital Twins

Metaverse robot training

mAIrobotics Consul

Robotics
Intelligence

mAI Vision 
mAI Motion

mAI Conversation
Digital Twins
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The mAIrobotics Brain features an intelligent cloud that combines Metaverse, AI, and
Robotics technologies. It removes the computational limitation of robotic devices and can be
shared by many robots simultaneously. The mAIrobotics Brain also provides central control
of the robots and a mechanism for robots to interact with each other.

The mAIrobotics Axon is a proprietary security protocol accessible only by devices or
applications with our authentications. It can work on WiFi, 4G, and 5G networks. The
mAIrobotics nerve utilizes advanced technologies such as blockchain to strengthen security.

The mAIrobotics Consul is a proprietary special-purpose dedicated device or proprietary
software that runs on another device. It acts like a liaison between a “robot body” and
mAIrobotics brain through mAIrobotics nerve. The mAIrobotics consul stores customized
settings that give a particular robot a unique profile.

In our mission to expand the AI capabilities of the mAIrobotics Brain, we have adopted an
open platform approach that allows us to collaborate with third-party AI service providers. It
further enables us to use best-of-the-breed technologies best fit for the unique use case.

We provide Application Programming Interface (API) support and software development kit
to third-party companies to develop specialized applications and services that can be
integrated with our platform. This allows us to focus our in-house research capacity on our
core Metaverse, AI, and Robotics capabilities.

How does Our Cloud-based Infrastructure 
Makes Our Robotics Products More Intelligent?



Specifications

mAI Avatar Box

Mic Array

Camera Switch

SIM Card

LAN



Contact Us

530 Technology Drive, Suite 100, Irvine CA 92618
info@mairobotics.com

(949) 418-8281

mailto:info@mairobotics.com
tel:9494188281

